“CLIMATE EFFECTS” OF CARBON REGULATIONS
FOR THE U.S. ELECTRIC SECTOR
In June 2013, the President directed EPA to regulate carbon dioxide (CO 2 )
emissions from U.S. fossil fuel-fired power plants as part of his Climate
Action Plan.

The purpose of this paper is to assess certain “climate

effects” that would result from reducing CO 2 emissions from the U.S.
electric sector. Our assessment, which is based on EPA analysis, shows
that future climate effects are negligible no matter what level of CO 2
emission reduction is required for the electric sector.
METHODOLOGY
2012

light-duty

EPA’s Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA) for its

vehicle

standards

includes

annual

projections

of

greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions resulting from the standards
and estimates the effect of those emission reductions on global average
CO 2 concentrations, global average temperature, and sea level rise
(“climate effects”). 1

According to EPA’s analysis, the cumulative CO 2 -

equivalent 2 (CO 2 -eq) reductions for its light-duty standards total 10.61
billion metric tons (tonnes) over the period 2017 to 2050. For 2050, the
RIA projects that the EPA standards will reduce the Intergovernmental
Panel

on

Climate

Change’s

(IPCC’s)

projected

atmospheric

CO 2

concentration by 1 part per million (ppm), reduce projected global mean
temperature by a maximum of 0.006 degree Celsius (°C), and reduce
global mean sea level rise by as much as 0.02 centimeter (cm).

EPA

acknowledged in its RIA that “… modeling results of the impacts of this
[light-duty vehicle] rule alone show small differences in climate effects.” 3
STEP 1 (CUMULATIVE REDUCTIONS)

In 2013, CO 2 emissions

from the U.S. coal fleet totaled 1.575 billion tonnes. This total represents
approximately 3 percent of global GHG emissions (approximately 49
billion tonnes). 4

In 2013, CO 2 emissions from the U.S. electric sector

totaled 2.05 billion tonnes, or approximately 4 percent of global GHG
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emissions. 5 We use the Energy Information Administration’s projected
CO 2 emissions 6 to calculate cumulative CO 2 reductions through 2050 from
the U.S. electric sector under four scenarios: two proposals for regulating
CO 2 emissions from the electric sector; a rumor as to what EPA’s carbon
regulations might require; and elimination of the entire U.S. coal fleet.


NRDC Scenario:

In March 2014, the Natural Resources Defense

Council (NRDC) issued an updated analysis of its December 2012
proposal for regulating CO 2 emissions from the electric sector under
section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act. 7

We use the reported electric

sector CO 2 emissions from spreadsheets NRDC provided that show
emissions through the year 2025. 8

We extrapolate linearly between

reported years, convert short tons NRDC provided to metric tons, and
assume that electric sector emissions are capped at 2025 levels through
2050.

This methodology produces a cumulative reduction of 24.86

billion tonnes of CO 2 from the electric sector over the period 2016 to
2050.


CATF Scenario: In February 2014, the Clean Air Task Force (CATF)
issued a proposal for regulating CO 2 emissions from the electric sector
under section 111(d). 9 CATF provided emission projections only for a
single year, 2020.

For purposes of our analysis, we assume that

electric sector emissions are capped at 2020 levels through 2050. This
methodology produces a cumulative reduction of 14.60 billion tonnes
of CO 2 over the period 2020 to 2050.


Rumor Scenario:

EPA is expected to propose emission guidelines on

June 2 for regulating CO 2 emissions from the electric sector.

One

rumor suggests that EPA will propose a 6 percent reduction in CO 2
emissions by 2020 and a 25 percent reduction by 2030. For purposes of
our analysis, we assume that electric sector emissions would be
capped at 6 percent below 2013 levels during the period 2020 to 2029
(0.94 x 2.053 billion tonnes in 2013, or 1.93 billion tonnes) and 25
percent below 2013 emissions in 2030 (0.75 x 2.053 billion tonnes in
2013, or 1.54 billion tonnes) and thereafter. These assumptions result
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in a cumulative CO 2 reduction of 17.56 billion tonnes over the period
2020 to 2050.


Zero Coal Scenario: Hypothetically, we assume the entire U.S. coal
fleet is eliminated in 2017. This assumption would reduce cumulative
CO 2 emissions from coal by 55.65 billion tonnes over the period 2017
to 2050. 10

STEP 2 (CLIMATE RATIOS)

For each of the four scenarios, we

calculate the ratio of cumulative reductions from the U.S. electric sector to
cumulative reductions from EPA’s light-duty vehicle rule. For example,
the climate ratio for the NRDC Scenario is 2.34 (24.86 billion tonnes
reduced from the electric sector/10.61 billion tonnes reduced from light
duty vehicles).

For the CATF Scenario, the ratio is 1.38 (14.6 billion

tonnes reduced/10.61 billion tonnes reduced). For the Rumor Scenario,
the ratio is 1.66 (17.56 billion tonnes reduced/10.61 billion tonnes
reduced). And if the entire domestic coal fleet is eliminated (Zero Coal
Scenario), the ratio is 5.25 (55.65 billion tonnes reduced/10.61 billion
tonnes reduced).
STEP 3 (CLIMATE EFFECTS)

We calculate climate effects for the

four emission reduction scenarios as the product of each climate ratio and
the climate effects from EPA’s light-duty vehicle rule.

For example,

atmospheric CO 2 concentrations under the NRDC Scenario are calculated
as 2.34 multiplied by a reduction in CO 2 of 1 ppm from EPA’s light-duty
vehicle rule.

Therefore, the atmospheric CO 2 concentration would be

reduced by 2.34 ppm by 2050 if NRDC’s proposal were adopted.
Applying the four ratios (2.34, 1.38, 1.66, and 5.25) to the change in
atmospheric CO 2 concentration, change in average global temperature,
and change in sea level rise that EPA projected for its light-duty vehicle
rule, we estimate the following climate effects for 2050:


If the entire coal fleet was eliminated, the global atmospheric CO2
concentration

would

be

reduced

by,

at

most,

5.25

ppm,

or

approximately 1 percent. The current atmospheric CO 2 concentration
is within the range of 400 ppm, and the IPCC projects CO 2
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concentrations to be 450 ppm to 600 ppm by 2050. 11 The three regulatory
scenarios produce even smaller effects on atmospheric concentration.


If the entire coal fleet was eliminated, global average temperature
would be reduced by, at most, 0.03°C (or 0.05°F). For perspective, the
IPCC projects a global temperature increase of 1.0° C to 2.0° C (1.8° F
to 3.6° F) in 2050. 12 The three regulatory scenarios produce even smaller
effects on temperature.



If the entire coal fleet was eliminated, sea level rise would be reduced
by, at most, 1.1 millimeters (approximately 1/25 th of an inch).

This

reduction is less than the thickness of a dime. 13 The three regulatory
scenarios produce even smaller effects on sea level rise.
The table on the next page shows climate effects for each of the four
scenarios.
CAVEATS

Our use of EPA’s analysis to estimate climate effects does

not imply an endorsement of its assumptions or conclusions. Also, our
analysis does not contrast the negative economic impacts of carbon
regulations with the negligible climate effects from reducing CO 2
emissions from the U.S. electric sector.

However, as one point of

reference, NRDC’s proposal is projected by National Economic Research
Associates to cost $13 billion to $17 billion per year. 14
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CLIMATE EFFECTS

CLIM A TE
EF F ECT

NRDC

CA TF

R U MO R

ZER O CO A L

P R O JECTIO N
F O R 2050 15

CO 2
Co n cen tr at io n

2. 34 ppm
lo w e r

1. 38 ppm
lo w e r

1. 66 ppm
lo w e r

5. 25 ppm
lo w e r

450 ppm –
600 ppm

0. 014°C
( 0. 025°F ) lo w e r

0. 008°C
( 0. 014°F ) lo w e r

0. 01°C
( 0. 018°F ) lo w e r

0. 03°C
( 0. 05°F ) lo w e r

1. 0°C - 2. 0°C
( 1. 8°F – 3. 6 °F )
i nc re ase

0. 047 cm
( 0. 019 inc h)
lo w e r

0. 028 cm
( 0. 01 inc h)
lo w e r

0. 033 cm
( 0. 01 3 inc h)
lo w e r

0. 11 cm
( 0. 04 inc h)
lo w e r

5. 9 inc he s –
11. 8 inc he s
i nc re ase

Temp er at ur e

S ea Lev el
R i se
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